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THE GREAT AMERICAN TALENT SHOW

By JOSEPH ROBINETTE

CAST OF CHARACTERS
# of lines

SONNY BRECKINRIDGE ........TV talent show host 64
CHUCKIE CARLYLE ...............comedian contestant 30
ELLIE JORDAN .....................modeling contestant 24
GISELLE LeBEAU .................makeover contestant 20
MORGAN MAYFIELD .............singing contestant 16
MARY JANE PAULSON ..........IQ contestant 36
FREDDY SODERSTROM ........band contestant 10
ARNIE TOLIVER ...................impressionist contestant 27
MERIDEE HOLLIWAY ............judge; a famous actress 30
CONNIE GROVER .................judge; a talk show host and 30 

former beauty queen
GERARD JAMISON ...............judge; a British fashion designer 33
INTERN ...............................almost invisible assistant 1
ANNOUNCER .......................offstage voice or recording 1

NOTE:  The Great American Talent Show may be performed with as 
few as five talent acts if a shorter show or a smaller cast is desired. 
Dialogue may be altered to accommodate the reduction.

Though written for a fairly balanced cast, the play may be performed by 
almost all males or all females, or any combination thereof. Suggested 
gender name changes:  Sally Breckinridge, Candy Carlyle, Eddie 
Jordan, Gregor LeBeau, Michael Mayfield, Marty Joe Paulson, Ferdy 
Soderstrom, Allie Tolivar, Melvin Holliway, Corey Grover, Gillian Jamison, 
and intern Casey Carter.

Dialogue may be altered as necessary if gender names are changed, 
i.e., Corey Grover might be introduced as:  “Talk show host and former 
Olympic diving champion…”

SET DESIGN
The stage is essentially bare with the exception of seven matching 
chairs set along the back wall UP RIGHT for the contestants and three 
chairs at a long table for the judges STAGE LEFT. A high stool for 
SONNY is UP LEFT and a short stool for the INTERN is DOWN RIGHT. 
There is a snare drum and drumsticks next to this low stool. Entrances 
are UP RIGHT for the contestants and UP LEFT for the judges. An 
optional banner reading “The Great American Talent Show” might be 
hung along the back.

For preview only.
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THE GREAT AMERICAN TALENT SHOW

In darkness before the curtain rises, a DRUM ROLL is heard, followed 
by an amplified ANNOUNCER’S voice.
ANNOUNCER:  Good evening, ladies and gentlemen. The network that 

brings you the stars of today is proud to bring you the stars of 
tomorrow as we present the night we’ve all been waiting for… the 
season finale of The Great American Talent Show! And now, here’s 
your host, Sonny Breckinridge! (INTERN steps ON DOWN RIGHT 
holding an applause sign as the CURTAIN RISES. She gestures for 
the AUDIENCE to applaud.)

SONNY:  (ENTERS UP LEFT and crosses DOWN CENTER.) Thank you. 
Thank you very much. We welcome our studio audience and, of 
course, our millions of television viewers who, for the last several 
weeks, night after night, have voted for their favorites in seven 
different talent categories. Your votes have selected a single 
winner in each category, thus bringing us to tonight’s tournament 
of champions. As you know, our three judges from throughout the 
year will choose two of these seven finalists to go on next year’s 
fifty-state tour of seventy-nine cities. On top of that, of course, 
our judges will select this year’s one-and-only grand prize winner 
in The Great American Talent Show. Tonight we’re in a brand new 
studio where all the cameras and equipment have been obscured 
so as not to interfere with or distract from these terrific talents. 
So now let’s bring ’em on, in alphabetical order, as our finalists 
announce their names and the unique categories in which they’re 
triumphant. (INTERN is now in place with the snare drum. She does 
a DRUM ROLL or cadence as each CONTESTANT ENTERS UP LEFT 
and crosses to the contestants’ chairs, starting at the furthest 
RIGHT chair. CONTESTANTS remain standing.)

CHUCKIE:  Chuckie Carlyle, comedy.
ELLIE:  Ellie Jordan, modeling.
GISELLE:  Giselle LeBeau, makeover.
MORGAN:  Morgan Mayfield, singing.
MARY JANE:  Mary Jane Paulson, I.Q.
FREDDY:  Freddy Soderstrom, band.
ARNIE:  Arnie Toliver, impressions.
SONNY:  Thank you, contestants. And now, our three judges. (The 

CONTESTANTS applaud each JUDGE as they ENTER.) Star of stage 
and screen, Miss Meridee Holliway. (The DRUM ROLLS resume as 
MERIDEE ENTERS UP RIGHT, waving to the AUDIENCE, and sits at 
the judges’ table.) Talk show host and former Miss Massachusetts, 
Connie Grover. (CONNIE ENTERS UP RIGHT, giving a “thumbs up,” 
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and sits at the table.) And our British import, late night celebrity 
guest, and fashion designer, Gerard—don’t call him Jerry—
Jamison. (GERARD ENTERS UP RIGHT with a slight swagger and 
goes to the table as three or four “boos” are heard among the 
applause. He looks over at the contestants with a smile—or is it 
a sneer?—as he sits.) And there you have it, our cast and critics 
for tonight’s historic event. (CONTESTANTS sit. INTERN accidentally 
drops a drumstick on the floor.) Oh, and I almost forgot, our all-
purpose intern from Colson College who has served us well 
over the weeks of competition. (INTERN waves and sits as ALL 
applaud her politely.) Well, whaddaya say? Let’s do it. Tonight’s 
order has been chosen by a completely random drawing, and our 
first contestant is… (Takes a card out of his pocket and reads, 
as he will do for each CONTESTANT.) Miss Morgan Mayfield. (ALL 
applaud her as she goes to SONNY.) Of course, Morgan needs no 
introduction after that terrific performance last week when she 
wowed our voting audience with her stunning rendition of “I’ll Be 
Yours Forevermore and More.” How are you feeling, Morgan?

MORGAN:  I’m nervous, Sonny.
SONNY:  Nervous? I can’t imagine why. You just have millions watching 

on TV, an excited studio audience at the ready to boo or cheer, 
three judges holding your future in their hands, and your family and 
friends out there in Kansas looking on with their hearts on their 
sleeves. What’s to be nervous about?

MORGAN:  Well, since you put it that way, I feel a lot better.
SONNY:  I thought you would. Now, as you know, to truly judge your 

singing ability, we’ve asked you tonight to perform an original song 
with no musical accompaniment.

MORGAN:  Yes. I’ll be singing a cappella.
SONNY:  Okay, here she is, Miss Morgan Mayfield performing “I Want 

You To Know.” (Sits on the stool UP LEFT. [NOTE:  See MUSIC at back 
of script.])

MORGAN:  (Sings.)
I want you to know just what I’m going through
After I said good-bye to you.
It wasn’t easy, but after the sleazy way you treated me,
I knew that breaking up was meant to be.
At first I cried, I ached inside,
Hurt so deep I couldn’t sleep,
Thought I’d never get over you.
But then along came somebody new,
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And now I’m back in clover gettin’ over
The one who hurt me so.
Turnin’ cartwheels, ’cause my heart feels
Such a brand new glow.
You gave me the heebie-jeebies,
But this guy gives me freebies
To the cockles of his heart.
He’s everything I’ve wanted.
I’ll never more be haunted
By the one who tore me apart.
Yes, now I’ve found somebody
Who’ll never treat me shoddy.
So, we’re all done, you and I.
Good luck, good riddance, good-bye. (She emits a loud vocal 
“raspberry.” INTERN holds up applause sign, and ALL applaud.)

SONNY:  Beautiful, Morgan. I felt your pain and revenge way over here. 
I thought you were dynamite. But I’m not a judge, so let’s hear 
what they have to say.

MERIDEE:  It resonated with me, Morgan. It really did. I once had a 
relationship like that. Who does that song, Beyoncé? (Or some 
other modern pop singer.)

CONNIE:  Sounded more like Mariah to me.
MORGAN:  Actually, it was written by a friend of mine. After the breakup.
CONNIE:  It certainly moves. Has a solid beat. And you were definitely 

in the moment there. (A pause.)
MERIDEE:  Gerard?
GERARD:  I’m thinking… Morgan, could you do the “Back in clover” 

part again?
MORGAN:  Sure. (Sings.)

And now I’m back in clover gettin’ over
The one who hurt me so.
Turnin’ cartwheels, ’cause my heart feels
Such a brand new glow.
You gave me the heebie-jeebies,
But this guy gives me freebies —

GERARD:  (Cuts her off.) That’s enough. Thanks.
CONNIE:  Morgan, I just have one question. Why did you choose this 

song?
MORGAN:  For the finals, I wanted to do something I could really feel.

For preview only.
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MERIDEE:  You certainly felt it all right. There was a lot of feeling going 
on there. Gerard, we still haven’t heard from you.

GERARD:  I’m still thinking… And I can’t come up with a single one.
CONNIE:  A single what?
GERARD:  A single song I’ve heard that was worse than that one.
MERIDEE:  Oh, come on.
CONNIE:  It wasn’t that bad.
GERARD:  It was terrible. “Turning cartwheels, ’cause my heart 

feels”? “Heebie-jeebies” rhyming with “freebies”? Those lyrics are 
lymphatic, not to mention pathetic. Sorry, I’m just being honest.

CONNIE:  We’re not judging the songwriter. We’re judging the song singer.
GERARD:  We’re judging the total package, including the choice of 

material. “Sleazy” rhyming with “meant to be”? (Groans.)
MERIDEE:  Your singing was quite good, Morgan. Just remember, 

there are three of us who vote here, not just Gerard. So, keep 
your chin up.

MORGAN:  Thanks, I will.
SONNY:  Studio audience, let’s hear it for Miss Morgan Mayfield! 

(MORGAN returns to the CONTESTANTS, who applaud and 
congratulate her.) And now we turn from the magic of melody to the 
hilarity of humor as we welcome our next contestant. You voted 
him winner of the Stand-Up Comedy competition, so to truly judge 
his ability to make us laugh, tonight we’ve asked him to stick with 
classic jokes we’ve all heard before. So let’s hear it for Chuckie 
Carlyle. (Applause from ALL as CHUCKIE crosses DOWN CENTER. 
The INTERN picks up her drumsticks. Unnoticed, ELLIE EXITS UP 
RIGHT to change into her clothes for modeling.)

CHUCKIE:  Hi, folks. Thanks a lot. I just flew in from Vegas, and boy, 
are my arms tired. (A RIM SHOT from the INTERN. CHUCKIE gives 
her a salute.) Thanks. I asked our intern to give me a hand with the 
rim shots. You know what rim shots are, don’cha? They keep the 
rims from getting the flu. (Another RIM SHOT. CHUCKIE laughs, as 
he does at the end of most of his “jokes.”) Say, do you know what 
one wall said to the other?

GERARD:  No, what did one wall say to the other?
CHUCKIE:  Meet’cha at the corner! And what did the mayonnaise say 

to the refrigerator? Shut the door, I’m dressing! (RIM SHOT.) I got 
a million of ’em, folks. (GERARD groans as CHUCKIE crosses to 
MERIDEE.) Hey, do you know what’s small and black and furry and 
has forty-eight legs?

MERIDEE:  No, what?

PRODUCTION NOTES

PROPERTIES ONSTAGE
Ten chairs, two stools, long table. Optional banner bearing the words 
“The Great American Talent Show.”

PROPERTIES BROUGHT ON
Applause sign, snare drum and drumsticks, wig, hat, fashion 

accessories, stopwatch (INTERN)
Card (SONNY)
Wig on a mannequin head, hat in hatbox, overnight case with a few 

fashion accessories such as jewelry, scarves, etc. (GISELLE)
Note cards, pen, envelope (JUDGES)
One-man-band contraption (FREDDY)
Opaque screen, note cards, kazoos, small flags (CONTESTANTS)
Phone (CHUCKIE)

SOUND EFFECTS
Drum roll, announcer’s voice if prerecorded, plus other drum effects if 
INTERN only mimes the drumming.

MAKEOVER AUDIENCE MEMBER
The audience member selected for the makeover should be a “plant”—
perhaps a relative or friend of one of the actors—who has agreed 
beforehand to be a part of the bit. Ideally, this person should be about 
the same size as the intern. She should not return to the same seat 
in the audience after her bit.

FREDDY’S MUSICAL PERFORMANCE
Freddy needs a contraption consisting of a small band setup, e.g. a 
bass drum with a pedal and an extension holding a kazoo at mouth 
level while he has cymbals strapped to his knees, etc. Have fun 
with this—the setup may be as simple (three or four items) or as 
complicated as desired. The only “instrument” that must accompany 
the musical set-up is a kazoo, unless the actor can play “The Stars 
and Stripes Forever” on another instrument that can be incorporated 
into the musical contraption.

For preview only.
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CHUCKIE:  I don’t know either, but it’s crawling up your arm. (MERIDEE 
emits an exaggerated scream and slaps at her arm. Back to the 
JUDGES.) Did you hear the one about the invisible man who married 
the invisible woman? Their kids were nothing to look at either. (RIM 
SHOT.) Hey, I’ve added a couple of visuals since the preliminary 
competitions. Wanna see ’em?

JUDGES:  No.
CHUCKIE:  Good, I thought you would. Guess what this is. (Raises his 

arm and waves it about as he snaps his thumb and middle finger 
several times.) A butterfly with the hiccups. (RIM SHOT.) Get it? 
See. My hand is the butterfly, and when I snap my fingers— Oh, 
never mind. But you’ll love the next one. What do you think this 
is? (Spreads his fingers on both hands and presses them together, 
one hand atop the other. He then moves the hands together up and 
down like a bellows.) Give up? A spider doing pushups on a mirror. 
(Pause.) You’ve obviously never seen a spider doing pushups on a 
mirror. Hey, sounds like we need a riddle to liven this group up! Do 
you know what’s the largest pencil in the world?

CONNIE:  No. What is the largest pencil in the world?
CHUCKIE:  Thought you’d never ask. Pennsyl-vania! (JUDGES groan.) 

Thanks for your support… Moving right along to the knock knock 
jokes. Knock knock.

MERIDEE:  Who’s there?
CHUCKIE:  Castanets.
MERIDEE:  Castanets who?
CHUCKIE:  Castanets over here, dat’s where de fish are. Knock knock.
GERARD:  Who’s there?
CHUCKIE:  Adolph.
GERARD:  Adolph who?
CHUCKIE:  Adolph ball hit me. Dat’s why I talk dis way. Knock knock.
CONNIE:  Who’s there?
CHUCKIE:  Gorilla.
CONNIE:  Gorilla who?
CHUCKIE:  Gorilla couple of burgers for me, will ya? I’m starving. 

Knock knock.
MERIDEE:  Who’s there?
CHUCKIE:  Ivana.
MERIDEE:  Ivana who?
CHUCKIE:  (Sings the final measures of the Beatles song.) “Ivana hold 

your hand. Ivana hold your hand!” (Speaks.) See, I can sing, too.

MORGAN:  It’s the intern.
CHUCKIE:  We didn’t even know her name.
ELLIE:  She is talented.
GISELLE:  She helped us a lot.
ARNIE:  Onstage and backstage.
MARY JANE:  We really couldn’t do the tour without her.
FREDDY:  It’s true.
SONNY:  Well, then, let’s hear it for… (Looks at the card again.) 

Miss Kathy Carter! (ALL applaud.) Come here, Kathy. What do 
you have to say? (INTERN stands next to SONNY, who puts his 
arm around her.)

INTERN:  (Smiling shyly.) I’m speechless. (She mouths “Thank you” to 
the JUDGES, AUDIENCE, and CONTESTANTS, who crowd around and 
congratulate her.)

SONNY:  And with that, our time is gone. Thank you, everybody—
contestants, judges, studio audience, and nationwide TV viewers 
everywhere. Look for the tour when it comes to your city. And join 
us again next year for—

ALL:  The Great American Talent Show. (The CONTESTANTS whip out 
their kazoos and march around the stage playing a reprise of “The 
Stars and Stripes Forever” as the CURTAIN FALLS.)

END OF PLAY

For preview only.
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GERARD:  Knock knock! (Other JUDGES look at him in surprise.)
CHUCKIE:  Uh, wh-who’s there?
GERARD:  Police.
CHUCKIE:  Police who?
GERARD:  Police let that be your last knock knock joke. Correction. 

Let that be your last joke, period. (INTERN holds up applause sign, 
and ALL applaud.)

CHUCKIE:  Hey, I hate to take a hike, but I can take a hint. Thanks a 
lot, folks. You’ve been a swell audience. Tell all your friends I’ll be 
here through Saturday.

GERARD:  Chuckie, you won’t be here through the next commercial.
CONNIE:  He’s only kidding, Chuckie. Come on, Gerard. I thought he 

was cute. Funny? I don’t know… but cute.
MERIDEE:  I liked your delivery, Chuckie. You’ve got spunk. But I have 

to admit, you make Jerry Seinfeld look like Cedric the Entertainer. 
(Note:  Any contemporary comedian may be substituted.)

CHUCKIE:  (Thinking it was a compliment.) Gee, thanks. But, who’s 
Cedric the Entertainer?

SONNY:  (Stands and crosses to CHUCKIE.) Ladies and gentlemen, the 
comedy genius of Chuckie Carlyle. (Amid applause, CHUCKIE bows 
and joins the CONTESTANTS.) And now for a change of pace, we 
turn to the winner of the Modeling competition. Our nationwide 
viewing audience gave their runway raves to Miss Ellie Jordan. 
Ellie, come on down! (ALL applaud as ELLIE ENTERS UP RIGHT in 
stilettos and jeans covered by a stylish full-length coat.)

ELLIE:  Thank you. Thank you, everybody.
SONNY:  Congratulations, Ellie. How do you feel?
ELLIE:  Just… grateful… and happy and grateful and overwhelmed that 

modeling would be considered a talent. Did I mention grateful?
SONNY:  Twice.
ELLIE:  Oh. Then I must be nervous as well.
SONNY:  As are all our finalists awaiting what will be, for one of you, a 

date with destiny.
ELLIE:  I hope it’s me. I haven’t had a date since I’ve been on the 

show. But it’s been worth it, Sammy.
SONNY:  (Aside to her.) Sonny.
ELLIE:  (Aside to SONNY.) Sorry.
SONNY:  And now, Ellie will model the attire she has chosen and 

provide the narrative as she traverses the boards. So, Ellie, what’s 
beneath the coat today? It can’t be that same glittering gown you 

pun.) Wait… I see the judges have made their decision. (GERARD 
has placed a card in an envelope.) The moment has arrived.

MERIDEE:  Before the winner is revealed, we have a special 
announcement to make. We made a request which the producers 
have granted. Connie, you do the honors.

CONNIE:  Because of the high level of talent among this year’s finalists, 
we will be sending not three, but all seven of you on our national 
tour next year. (The CONTESTANTS cheer, jump around, and high-
five each other.)

GERARD:  (Overriding the noise.) On one condition! (The CONTESTANTS 
settle down.)

MORGAN:  And that is?
GERARD:  Except for Chuckie’s introduction to Freddy, no more knock 

knock jokes. (ALL laugh as CHUCKIE pretends to pout, then laughs 
along with the others.)

CONNIE:  We would like to add that choosing this year’s grand prize 
winner was very difficult, given the incredibly diverse nature of all 
your amazing talents.

MERIDEE:  However, we all agreed that there is one person here who 
could make or break the tour.

CONNIE:  Frankly, someone whose talent would be sorely missed if he 
or she were not on the tour.

GERARD:  This person is indispensible.
SONNY:  And there you have it from the judges. While I go over and pick 

up the envelope, let’s have one last roll call from these sensational 
contestants, in order of appearance. (Goes to the JUDGES’ table as 
each calls his or her name.)

MORGAN:  Morgan Mayfield.
CHUCKIE:  Chuckie Carlyle.
ELLIE:  Ellie Jordan.
GISELLE:  Giselle LeBeau.
ARNIE:  Arnie Toliver.
MARY JANE:  Mary Jane Paulson.
FREDDY:  Freddy Soderstrom.
SONNY:  (Opening the envelope.) And the winner is… (The INTERN 

does a DRUM ROLL as SONNY takes the card out and looks at 
it for a moment. The DRUM ROLL stops.) Kathy Carter! (A pause. 
Confused.) Kathy Carter? (The puzzled CONTESTANTS ad lib. “Did 
he say Kathy Carter?” “That’s not one of us, is it?” “Who is she?”, 
etc.) Who is Kathy Carter? (The INTERN slowly, somewhat meekly, 
raises her hand.)

For preview only.
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wore last week since we asked you to wear something unexpected 
tonight. Some elegant evening wear, perhaps? A magnificent mink 
stole, maybe? What could it be?

ELLIE:  (Quickly removes the coat and tosses it to SONNY.) Blue jeans.
SONNY:  Blue jeans?
ELLIE:  Good ol’ blue jeans.
SONNY:  Well, that certainly is unexpected. Ellie, the stage is yours.
ELLIE:  (As she moves about, modeling.) Jeans are timeless, practical, 

and versatile. You can get them in all price ranges and buy them 
from the most expensive boutiques to any place that ends with 
“mart.” From supermodels to civilians to street people, denims 
are, and always have been, “in.” Some handy tips—check the 
zipper and make sure it doesn’t extend all the way up to the navel. 
Those jeans are called high riders and are worn mostly by rodeo 
champions and people from Montana. Be sure the waistband 
doesn’t gape, or people will be gaping at you when you bend over. 
It’s a condition that rhymes with “nutcrack.” Low rise jeans are 
flattering for both girls and guys, but high rise jeans are best for 
those who live above the thirteenth floor. (Giggles at her own joke.) 
You can get high quality jeans like Rock and Republic for about two 
hundred dollars, mid-priced jeans such as Guess for seventy-five 
dollars, and economy jeans like Mighty Muffins for under ten bucks 
at the Flea Market just outside town. Tell ’em Ellie sent you. So, 
regardless of style or cost, don’t blacklist blue jeans as unworthy 
of high fashion. In closing, I’d like to leave all the ladies with a little 
poem I wrote:
If you want to be a queen,
Don’t demean the jean.
When you get in ’em,
You’ll look great in denim
From teen to octogenari-een! (Curtsies.)

SONNY:  (Leads applause as INTERN holds up applause sign.) How 
about that? She’s a poet as well.

ELLIE:  Can I add one more thing, Sonny?
SONNY:  Sure, Ellie.
ELLIE:  I’d like to say that, in addition to being in favor of jeans, I’m all 

for world peace, too.
SONNY:  Fantastic! Where else can you find a model who’s also a 

model citizen except on The Great American Talent Show? Okay, 
judges, she’s all yours.

MERIDEE:  Great movement, Ellie. Poetry in motion. You glide, girl. You 
glide with pride.

SONNY:  And the young man who played the xylophone with one 
hand, the glockenspiel with the other, and shook the maracas 
with his feet.

FREDDY:  Don’t forget the harmonica between his teeth.
SONNY:  Even though you didn’t have as many instruments as the 

others and you weren’t as acrobatic, our television audience 
obviously loved your rhythm, style, and pizazz. You hit the notes, 
and you got the votes. So, Freddy Soderstrom, strike up the band!

FREDDY:  Thanks, Sonny. But first, my fellow contestants are going to 
introduce my number.

SONNY:  You got it. Take it away.
CHUCKIE:  Knock knock.
ELLIE/GISELLE:  Who’s there?
CHUCKIE:  Tarzan.
MORGAN/MARY JANE/ARNIE:  Tarzan who?
CONTESTANTS:  Tar-zan Stripes Forever. ([NOTE:  See MUSIC at back of 

script.] FREDDY plays “The Stars and Stripes Forever,” then repeats 
it. At the beginning of the repeat, the CONTESTANTS join FREDDY, 
all playing kazoos and waving small flags. They march in a circle 
around him, coming to a big finish by kneeling in front of him, facing 
the AUDIENCE, in a straight line. As SONNY leads the applause, the 
JUDGES give a quick “thumbs-up,” then huddle in conference.)

SONNY:  How about that? Flag Day, Memorial Day, and the Fourth 
of July all wrapped into one! Since we’re almost out of time, the 
judges won’t be able to critique you, Freddy, but they gave you a 
thumbs-up there at the end.

CHUCKIE:  (Jumps up.) Sonny, I have one more knock knock joke… please?
SONNY:  (Looks to JUDGES, who are still conferring.) Do we have time? 

(To CHUCKIE.) Okay, quickly.
CHUCKIE:  Knock knock.
CONTESTANTS:  Who’s there?
CHUCKIE:  Kazoo.
CONTESTANTS:  Kazoo who?
CHUCKIE:  (Pulls out his phone and hands it to the INTERN.) Kazoo take 

a picture of all of us together? (ALL laugh as the INTERN smiles, 
and CHUCKIE kneels back in place.) Say cheese.

CONTESTANTS:  Cheese. (The INTERN takes the picture and 
hands the phone back to CHUCKIE, then helps FREDDY with 
his band equipment.)

SONNY:  Well, gouda or bad, I would say that’s certainly a cheesy way 
to end this year’s Great American Talent Show. (Laughs at his own 
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ELLIE:  Thank you.
CONNIE:  I, too, thought it was well executed. Interesting choice of 

apparel, though. I wouldn’t have thought it, but perhaps jeans are 
today’s dernier cri. Do you agree?

ELLIE:  I-I’m sorry, I don’t speak Italian.
CONNIE:  It’s French. Dernier cri means the latest fashion.
ELLIE:  Oh.
GERARD:  Not a bad presentation. Nothing extraordinary, but a decent 

program, though I thought your final turn was a little too… demure.
ELLIE:  I’m sorry. I don’t speak Spanish either.
GERARD:  It’s English. It means modest.
ELLIE:  Oh.
GERARD:  I wanted to see a bit more swagger in that last turn, like you 

know you’ve nailed it. Do you see what I mean?
ELLIE:  I-I’m not sure.
MERIDEE:  (A bit sarcastically.) Why don’t you show her, Gerard?
GERARD:  Don’t be ridiculous.
ELLIE:  Oh, would you? Please?
SONNY:  How about it, audience? What do you say? (Leads applause, 

which ALL except GERARD join. For a moment GERARD remains still. 
He then slowly rises, without expression, and begins to demonstrate 
to the semi-burlesque DRUMBEATS of the INTERN. He finishes with 
a flourish.) Ladies and gentlemen, let’s hear it for both the judge 
and the contestant, Mr. Gerard Jamison and Miss Ellie Jordan. 
(ALL applaud as GERARD gallantly kisses ELLIE’S hand. They both 
return to their respective places as the INTERN and GISELLE EXIT 
UP RIGHT.) Our next finalist could very well be called a magician 
as we witnessed the week before last when she captured the 
Monumental Makeover Competition, turning a plain Jane into 
a beautiful Betty. It really is a talent, folks, so let’s say hello to 
the contestant TV Guide called a combination of Estee Lauder, 
Diane von Furstenberg, and Harry Houdini all rolled into one—
Miss Giselle LeBeau. (Leads the applause as GISELLE ENTERS UP 
RIGHT carrying a wig on a mannequin head, an overnight case, and 
a hatbox.) Welcome back, Giselle.

GISELLE:  (A slight accent, perhaps French or something indiscernible.) 
Thank you, Monsieur Breckinridge.

SONNY:  I’m always Sonny, please. Keeps the clouds away. (A slight 
chuckle.) So I see you’re all set to work your magic.

GISELLE:  En garde, as it were, Sonny.

CONNIE:  But what if he turns around and starts going back the way 
he came?

GERARD:  He would still be coming out of the woods.
CONNIE:  Oh, I see… I think.
MERIDEE:  I have a question, also. Chuckie, how many outs are in an 

inning? Is the answer really six? I thought it was three.
CHUCKIE: Three outs in the top of the inning. And three outs in the 

bottom of the inning. That’s six.
MERIDEE:  Ah… right. My sport was field hockey.
GERARD:  It’s a good thing you two are judges and not contestants.
CONNIE:  Oh, really?
MERIDEE:  Look who’s talking.
GERARD:  All right. See if either of you can answer this one. Which 

weighs more — a pound of feathers or a pound of gold?
CONNIE:  That’s easy. It’s just like the earlier question, which weighs 

more, a pound of feathers or a pound of iron?
MERIDEE:  Sure. They’re both the same.
GERARD:  Hardly. The pound of feathers weighs more. (CONNIE 

and MERIDEE protest.) It’s true. The feathers are measured in 
avoirdupois weight, which is sixteen ounces to the pound. Gold is 
measured in troy weight—twelve ounces to the pound.

CONNIE: Gerard, why don’t you go home? I think your mother’s
calling you.

MERIDEE:  If Gerard still lives at home, I’m sure his mother moved out 
long ago. (ALL laugh.)

SONNY:  This is all very amusing, but if you three don’t mind, we have 
a show in progress here, which brings us to the final act of this 
extraordinary evening. We are only minutes away from crowning 
this year’s winner of The Great American Talent Show. Our seventh 
and final contestant gave an incredible performance last week in 
the One-Man-Band preliminary. So, let’s give a hand to the John 
Philip Sousa of sound — Mr. Freddy Soderstrom! (Leads the 
applause as FREDDY and the INTERN ENTER UP RIGHT and push 
on a contraption containing a small band setup. [See PRODUCTION 
NOTES.]) Welcome, Freddy.

FREDDY:  Thanks, Sonny.
SONNY:  Congratulations on beating out some of the toughest 

competition we’ve ever seen in this event.
FREDDY:  Yeah. Especially the fellow who played the violin, harp, and 

saxophone all at the same time. While standing on his head.

End of script sample.
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MERIDEE:  You certainly felt it all right. There was a lot of feeling going 
on there. Gerard, we still haven’t heard from you.

GERARD:  I’m still thinking… And I can’t come up with a single one.
CONNIE:  A single what?
GERARD:  A single song I’ve heard that was worse than that one.
MERIDEE:  Oh, come on.
CONNIE:  It wasn’t that bad.
GERARD:  It was terrible. “Turning cartwheels, ’cause my heart 

feels”? “Heebie-jeebies” rhyming with “freebies”? Those lyrics are 
lymphatic, not to mention pathetic. Sorry, I’m just being honest.

CONNIE:  We’re not judging the songwriter. We’re judging the song singer.
GERARD:  We’re judging the total package, including the choice of 

material. “Sleazy” rhyming with “meant to be”? (Groans.)
MERIDEE:  Your singing was quite good, Morgan. Just remember,

there are three of us who vote here, not just Gerard. So, keep
your chin up.

MORGAN:  Thanks, I will.
SONNY:  Studio audience, let’s hear it for Miss Morgan Mayfield! 

(MORGAN returns to the CONTESTANTS, who applaud and 
congratulate her.) And now we turn from the magic of melody to the 
hilarity of humor as we welcome our next contestant. You voted 
him winner of the Stand-Up Comedy competition, so to truly judge 
his ability to make us laugh, tonight we’ve asked him to stick with 
classic jokes we’ve all heard before. So let’s hear it for Chuckie 
Carlyle. (Applause from ALL as CHUCKIE crosses DOWN CENTER.
The INTERN picks up her drumsticks. Unnoticed, ELLIE EXITS UP 
RIGHT to change into her clothes for modeling.)

CHUCKIE:  Hi, folks. Thanks a lot. I just flew in from Vegas, and boy,
are my arms tired. (A RIM SHOT from the INTERN. CHUCKIE gives 
her a salute.) Thanks. I asked our intern to give me a hand with the 
rim shots. You know what rim shots are, don’cha? They keep the 
rims from getting the flu. (Another RIM SHOT. CHUCKIE laughs, as 
he does at the end of most of his “jokes.”) Say, do you know what 
one wall said to the other?

GERARD:  No, what did one wall say to the other?
CHUCKIE:  Meet’cha at the corner! And what did the mayonnaise say 

to the refrigerator? Shut the door, I’m dressing! (RIM SHOT.) I got 
a million of ’em, folks. (GERARD groans as CHUCKIE crosses to 
MERIDEE.) Hey, do you know what’s small and black and furry and 
has forty-eight legs?

MERIDEE:  No, what?

PRODUCTION NOTES

PROPERTIES ONSTAGE
Ten chairs, two stools, long table. Optional banner bearing the words 
“The Great American Talent Show.”

PROPERTIES BROUGHT ON
Applause sign, snare drum and drumsticks, wig, hat, fashion 

accessories, stopwatch (INTERN)
Card (SONNY)
Wig on a mannequin head, hat in hatbox, overnight case with a few 

fashion accessories such as jewelry, scarves, etc. (GISELLE)
Note cards, pen, envelope (JUDGES)
One-man-band contraption (FREDDY)
Opaque screen, note cards, kazoos, small flags (CONTESTANTS)
Phone (CHUCKIE)

SOUND EFFECTS
Drum roll, announcer’s voice if prerecorded, plus other drum effects if 
INTERN only mimes the drumming.

MAKEOVER AUDIENCE MEMBER
The audience member selected for the makeover should be a “plant”—
perhaps a relative or friend of one of the actors—who has agreed 
beforehand to be a part of the bit. Ideally, this person should be about 
the same size as the intern. She should not return to the same seat 
in the audience after her bit.

FREDDY’S MUSICAL PERFORMANCE
Freddy needs a contraption consisting of a small band setup, e.g. a 
bass drum with a pedal and an extension holding a kazoo at mouth 
level while he has cymbals strapped to his knees, etc. Have fun 
with this—the setup may be as simple (three or four items) or as 
complicated as desired. The only “instrument” that must accompany 
the musical set-up is a kazoo, unless the actor can play “The Stars 
and Stripes Forever” on another instrument that can be incorporated 
into the musical contraption.
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And now I’m back in clover gettin’ over
The one who hurt me so.
Turnin’ cartwheels, ’cause my heart feels
Such a brand new glow.
You gave me the heebie-jeebies,
But this guy gives me freebies
To the cockles of his heart.
He’s everything I’ve wanted.
I’ll never more be haunted
By the one who tore me apart.
Yes, now I’ve found somebody
Who’ll never treat me shoddy.
So, we’re all done, you and I.
Good luck, good riddance, good-bye. (She emits a loud vocal 
“raspberry.” INTERN holds up applause sign, and ALL applaud.)

SONNY:  Beautiful, Morgan. I felt your pain and revenge way over here. 
I thought you were dynamite. But I’m not a judge, so let’s hear 
what they have to say.

MERIDEE:  It resonated with me, Morgan. It really did. I once had a 
relationship like that. Who does that song, Beyoncé? (Or some 
other modern pop singer.)

CONNIE:  Sounded more like Mariah to me.
MORGAN:  Actually, it was written by a friend of mine. After the breakup.
CONNIE:  It certainly moves. Has a solid beat. And you were definitely 

in the moment there. (A pause.)
MERIDEE:  Gerard?
GERARD:  I’m thinking… Morgan, could you do the “Back in clover” 

part again?
MORGAN:  Sure. (Sings.)

And now I’m back in clover gettin’ over
The one who hurt me so.
Turnin’ cartwheels, ’cause my heart feels
Such a brand new glow.
You gave me the heebie-jeebies,
But this guy gives me freebies —

GERARD:  (Cuts her off.) That’s enough. Thanks.
CONNIE:  Morgan, I just have one question. Why did you choose this 

song?
MORGAN:  For the finals, I wanted to do something I could really feel.

For preview only.
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and sits at the table.) And our British import, late night celebrity 
guest, and fashion designer, Gerard—don’t call him Jerry—
Jamison. (GERARD ENTERS UP RIGHT with a slight swagger and 
goes to the table as three or four “boos” are heard among the 
applause. He looks over at the contestants with a smile—or is it 
a sneer?—as he sits.) And there you have it, our cast and critics 
for tonight’s historic event. (CONTESTANTS sit. INTERN accidentally 
drops a drumstick on the floor.) Oh, and I almost forgot, our all-
purpose intern from Colson College who has served us well 
over the weeks of competition. (INTERN waves and sits as ALL 
applaud her politely.) Well, whaddaya say? Let’s do it. Tonight’s 
order has been chosen by a completely random drawing, and our 
first contestant is… (Takes a card out of his pocket and reads,
as he will do for each CONTESTANT.) Miss Morgan Mayfield. (ALL 
applaud her as she goes to SONNY.) Of course, Morgan needs no 
introduction after that terrific performance last week when she 
wowed our voting audience with her stunning rendition of “I’ll Be 
Yours Forevermore and More.” How are you feeling, Morgan?

MORGAN:  I’m nervous, Sonny.
SONNY:  Nervous? I can’t imagine why. You just have millions watching 

on TV, an excited studio audience at the ready to boo or cheer,
three judges holding your future in their hands, and your family and 
friends out there in Kansas looking on with their hearts on their 
sleeves. What’s to be nervous about?

MORGAN:  Well, since you put it that way, I feel a lot better.
SONNY:  I thought you would. Now, as you know, to truly judge your 

singing ability, we’ve asked you tonight to perform an original song 
with no musical accompaniment.

MORGAN:  Yes. I’ll be singing a cappella.
SONNY:  Okay, here she is, Miss Morgan Mayfield performing “I Want 

You To Know.” (Sits on the stool UP LEFT. [NOTE:  See MUSIC at back 
of script.])

MORGAN:  (Sings.)
I want you to know just what I’m going through
After I said good-bye to you.
It wasn’t easy, but after the sleazy way you treated me,
I knew that breaking up was meant to be.
At first I cried, I ached inside,
Hurt so deep I couldn’t sleep,
Thought I’d never get over you.
But then along came somebody new,
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THE GREAT AMERICAN TALENT SHOW

In darkness before the curtain rises, a DRUM ROLL is heard, followed 
by an amplified ANNOUNCER’S voice.
ANNOUNCER:  Good evening, ladies and gentlemen. The network that 

brings you the stars of today is proud to bring you the stars of 
tomorrow as we present the night we’ve all been waiting for… the 
season finale of The Great American Talent Show! And now, here’s 
your host, Sonny Breckinridge! (INTERN steps ON DOWN RIGHT 
holding an applause sign as the CURTAIN RISES. She gestures for 
the AUDIENCE to applaud.)

SONNY:  (ENTERS UP LEFT and crosses DOWN CENTER.) Thank you. 
Thank you very much. We welcome our studio audience and, of 
course, our millions of television viewers who, for the last several 
weeks, night after night, have voted for their favorites in seven 
different talent categories. Your votes have selected a single 
winner in each category, thus bringing us to tonight’s tournament 
of champions. As you know, our three judges from throughout the 
year will choose two of these seven finalists to go on next year’s 
fifty-state tour of seventy-nine cities. On top of that, of course,
our judges will select this year’s one-and-only grand prize winner 
in The Great American Talent Show. Tonight we’re in a brand new 
studio where all the cameras and equipment have been obscured 
so as not to interfere with or distract from these terrific talents. 
So now let’s bring ’em on, in alphabetical order, as our finalists 
announce their names and the unique categories in which they’re 
triumphant. (INTERN is now in place with the snare drum. She does 
a DRUM ROLL or cadence as each CONTESTANT ENTERS UP LEFT 
and crosses to the contestants’ chairs, starting at the furthest 
RIGHT chair. CONTESTANTS remain standing.)

CHUCKIE:  Chuckie Carlyle, comedy.
ELLIE:  Ellie Jordan, modeling.
GISELLE:  Giselle LeBeau, makeover.
MORGAN:  Morgan Mayfield, singing.
MARY JANE:  Mary Jane Paulson, I.Q.
FREDDY:  Freddy Soderstrom, band.
ARNIE:  Arnie Toliver, impressions.
SONNY:  Thank you, contestants. And now, our three judges. (The 

CONTESTANTS applaud each JUDGE as they ENTER.) Star of stage 
and screen, Miss Meridee Holliway. (The DRUM ROLLS resume as 
MERIDEE ENTERS UP RIGHT, waving to the AUDIENCE, and sits at 
the judges’ table.) Talk show host and former Miss Massachusetts,
Connie Grover. (CONNIE ENTERS UP RIGHT, giving a “thumbs up,”
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